The Sustainability Starts with Teachers is a collaborative capacity building programme
for teacher educators on Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in Southern
Africa. The project builds on the existing capacity base for ESD in the Southern African
region and links existing and expanding ESD capacity to the UNESCO Regional Office
for Southern Africa (ROSA)’s ESD programme of work, which is aligned with the
Southern African Development Community Education Sector goals.
Focusing on the region’s educators to implement changes towards sustainable
development, the programme will have the catalytic effect of enabling the next
generation of teachers to integrate sustainable development into their teaching and
community practice, contributing to the achievement of educational quality and
relevance in Southern Africa.
The programme is a partnership programme.
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The Global Education 2030 Agenda

Education is UNESCO’s top priority because
it is a basic human right and the foundation
on which to build peace and drive sustainable
development. UNESCO is the United Nations’
specialized agency for education and the
Education Sector provides global and
regional leadership in education, strengthens
national education systems and responds
to contemporary global challenges through
education with a special focus on gender
equality and Africa.

UNESCO, as the United Nations’ specialized
agency for education, is entrusted to lead and
coordinate the Education 2030 Agenda, which is
part of a global movement to eradicate poverty
through 17 Sustainable Development Goals by
2030. Education, essential to achieve all of these
goals, has its own dedicated Goal 4, which aims to
“ensure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.”
The Education 2030 Framework for Action provides
guidance for the implementation of this ambitious
goal and commitments.
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Developing an
ESD Change Project
The Sustainability Starts with Teachers is an action
learning programme centred around a contextually
defined ESD Change Project.
Each participating institution will be working on a
particular ESD Change Project, relevant to their context.
This document provides guidelines for developing an
ESD Change Project.
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The change project is an institutional change initiative, and therefore
needs to be collectively developed with others in the institution. We
use the term ‘community of practice’ to indicate the need to work with
others on the practice of developing an institutional ESD Change Project.

A community of practice is a group of people who are
willing to work together on a practice, and to learn from
each other.
The purpose is to develop innovative, exemplary ESD practices that can
be more widely shared in the SADC Region, and internationally within
Africa, and the UNESCO and SARUA networks and structures.

Insights gained from the ESD Change Projects will feed into the SADC
region’s intention to strengthen education and sustainable development,
and the international UNESCO Education 2030 programme. The
ESD Change Projects will contribute to national implementation
of Sustainable Development Goal 4: Quality Lifelong Learning and
Education, Target 4.7, which requires educators to integrate ESD into
education programmes and institutions.

The Change Project will provide
answers the following questions:
How can early childhood, primary and
secondary school teaching and learning
and TVET instruction be transformed in
order to respond to African sustainable
development concerns, and to 21st
century challenges? How should teacher
education and TVET education be
structured to enable this?

See the ‘Introduction and Overview’
text for detail on ESD and on SDG 4,
Target 4.7.

Sarah Farhat/The World Bank
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Qualities of a good
ESD Change Project
The following qualities of a good ESD Change Project can
serve as guidance for conceptualising and planning your
ESD Change Project. They can also be used for reviewing
and evaluating ESD Change Projects.
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ELRC/Rhodes University

1. Should respond to and potentially contribute
towards relevant national and institutional policies
and strategies: National policies include National
Development Plans, including country commitments
to the Sustainable Development Goals, education,
environmental, economic and industrialisation policies,
and other relevant sectoral policies. Institutional policies
include university or college Strategic Plans.
2. Should be aligned to national and institutional
curricula frameworks and potentially contribute
towards curricula innovation.
3. Should have a clear learning (ESD) thrust: This includes
addressing ways of teaching and learning that are
transformative, and that develop critical and creative
competence, such as social learning, expansive learning,
transformative & transdisciplinary research and learning,
drawing on and contributing to plural ways of knowing,
creativity and innovation.
4. Should enhance inter-departmental engagement
and communication: Change projects are likely to
address nexus issues, which cannot be solved by
using a single discipline approach. Institutionalising
change requires a change project to be co-designed
and jointly implemented by actors in communities of
practice that come together from different strata and
departments, educators and students. It also entails
timely communication with relevant stakeholders.
5. Should have a whole institution approach: Strive to
integrate sustainability principles in campus facilities and
management, in teaching content and methodology, in
governance, in partnerships and in working with external
stakeholders. Ultimately the idea is to contribute towards
preparing learners for critically engaged, participatory

citizenship, peace and sustainable development with
respect to:
Rights, duties and responsibilities,
Tolerance and mutual respect,
Management of diversity, differences and conflicts,
Preserving and protecting the environment and
resources, and
 Social cohesion.





6. Should focus on a variety of learning domains, meaning
that it should be guided by different learning objectives:
 Cognitive learning objectives, mostly through
fundamental content knowledge.
 Socio-emotional learning objectives. These are value
based, including critiquing well established practices.
Change Projects should also nurture ESD competencies
such as inclusivity, collaboration, equity, inter-cultural
understanding and tolerance, self-respect and respect
for others (Ubuntu/Unhu/Vumunhu).
 Behavioural or action oriented learning objectives
which include applied evidence of values (often shown
through active learning and engagement with issues
and concerns).
 Transformative social learning objectives or outcomes
(which involve engagement with communities and
action oriented programmes which result in wider
changes).
7. Should foster life-long learning in line with the
opportunities and challenges of the knowledge society.
This is premised on the fact that society is continually
transforming and requires life-long learning through
the acquisition and development of learning-to-learn
competencies, critical thinking and creativity, flexibility and
adaptability as well as problem-solving skills and attitudes.
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Some Change Project
examples for discussion
In this section we share some examples of ESD Change
Projects. These include:
 Curriculum innovation ESD Change Projects for ECD,
Secondary and Primary education and TVET
 Action learning ESD Change Projects drawing on
heritage knowledge and experience
 Place-based community engagement ESD Change
Projects
 Teaching practice ESD Change Projects.
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Example 1
A Secondary Education curriculum innovation
ESD Change Project
Learning Area: Physical Science

Chemical reaction concepts and community problem
of tooth decay
Sanele, the science teacher educator, has always wanted to support
future teachers in developing skills and attitudes on teaching methods
that focus on community challenges as well as teaching abstract
concepts in context relevant ways. One problem that is visible in one
community is that of tooth decay. Faced with a set of competencies spelt
out in the Curriculum Framework (Box 1), Sanele decided to take her
group of student teachers through a series of lesson planning, delivery
and reflection.
1. Planning/brainstorming

1. Use methods and skills to develop
simple scientific models on
the basis of existing and new
information.
2. Communicate their investigations,
analyses and conclusions using
scientific and mathematical
language and theories.
3. Apply and generalise scientific
knowledge to everyday situations.

Box 1 Learning areas competency from the
Curriculum Framework.

Lesson sequencing – Community involvement with learners:
 Questioning: What causes tooth decay? Interrogating community
practices.
 Community involvement: Hypothesising; designing research tools
and survey/community interview.
 Learners present community survey results.
2. Laboratory intervention on tooth decay
 Using pig teeth in each of the four locally brewed beverages and
one in water as control.
 Setting up the experiment and recording observations.
 Using simple graphs or tables to present results.
 Discussion of results and link to chemical reactions
 Sharing findings with community members
3. Lessons on chemical reaction and links to community issues of
tooth decay.
4. Reflections on the TE curriculum and sharing with colleagues in
the department.
5. What practical steps do you think Sanele should take to initiate
curriculum transformation in her department/faculty?
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Example 2
An ESD Change Project in an Agricultural
TVET College
Sample ESD Change Project in a TVET Agricultural
College
Lecturers, students and local farmers started a local seed bank. They
collected open pollination varieties of maize seed and re-planted them
to strengthen agro-ecological approaches to farming, reducing farmer
dependency on genetically modified seeds that have to be bought anew
each time (seeds therefore become unaffordable to local farmers).
This enabled the students to learn from local women farmers, who
hold important knowledge of local seed varieties. It enriched their Crop
Sciences curriculum, which tended to focus more on technologically
changed seed varieties, making it more relevant to local farming
conditions, and more climate resilient.
The students started a ‘seed exchange’ project with the local farmers as
an extension of this activity.

Example 3
A Primary Education ESD Change Project
Sample ESD Change Project at a primary school
The teacher developed a practical ESD project for Science and
Technology Education. The learners built a clay oven based on their
traditional knowledge and experience, in a renewable energy project
that aimed to address deforestation problems in the area.
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Example 4
An Early Childhood Education
ESD Change Project
Learning Area: Life Orientation

Integrating heritage-based healthy living practices to
Foundation Phase learners
Nozuko, a Foundation Phase teacher, observed that her learners
struggled to understand healthy living practices. She sought to enhance
their literacy and the relevance of the content learnt (shown in Box 2) by
engaging indigenous practices in her teaching and learning processes.
She also observed that her learners had poor hygienic practices in the
school, and thus likely in their communities as well. However, she noted
that some hygienic practices were already part of the local heritage
practices that were no longer valued. She found an opportunity to bring
these into the classroom.

LO1: Health promotion:
The learner will be able to make
informed decisions regarding
personal, community and
environmental health.
AS 1:
Discusses myths surrounding
communicable diseases and the
causes and preventions of these.

Box 2 Learning objective in the Life Orientation
curriculum.

Her aim was to enhance the relevance of the notion of hygiene by
bringing into the classroom knowledge that learners were likely to be
meeting in the home and in the community, but not valuing it. She
hoped that practices learnt in school would be valued at home.
She was further guided by the following curriculum imperatives:
 Learners and their communities can only be healthy if the earth is
healthy too.
 People need clean water, fresh air, nutritious food and safe
surroundings.
 Learners need to enjoy the beauty of nature as well as exercise.
Learners actively participate by identifying environmental health
issues in their homes, school and community.
 Learners explore what they can do to make our world safer and
healthier.
 Learners learn to make choices and take action for good health and
healthy surroundings. They learn about the diversity of plants and
animals, which form part of healthy ecosystems – like farms, rivers,
oceans – which play a vital role in the health of people and the planet.

Community elder demonstrating hand washing
practice.

A community elder made a presentation on healthy living. Learners
worked in groups to discuss when, how, and why they wash hands at
home and in the community, and individually answered worksheet
questions to consolidate discussion points. They also presented
community survey results to class.
Learners discussed survey and individual worksheet results, relating
them to their own hygienic behaviour. Some of the findings were used to
design lessons on cholera as a communicable disease, which links to the
Life Orientation concepts of environmental health and personal hygiene,
as the disease is spread through people using polluted water, not taking
care when going to the toilet, nor washing hands before handling food.
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1

Ukuhlamba izandla

Washing of hands (Note: early in the process this
was identified as a strong possibility for a learning
programme)

2

Ukukhulisa izityalo ekhaya nasesikolweni

Grow vegetables in school and at home

3

Ukucoca indlu ngesepha namanzi

Clean the house with water and soap

4

Ukungaziphathi izilonda ngezandla
ndingazinxibanga igloves

Not to touch wounds without putting on gloves

5

Xa ndiphethe isilonda somntu ndihlambe izandla

Must wash hands after touching someone’s wound

6

Ukuhlamba impahla zethu

Wash our clothes

7

Ukuhlamba izandla kukhusela izifo

Washing of hands prevents diseases from spreading

8

Ekhaya sifundiswa ukucoca izindlu esikolweni
sifundiswa ukufunda, ukubhala, nokubala

At home we are taught to clean the house and at
school we learn to read, write and count

9

Esikolweni sifundiswa ukuchola amaphepha,
ukutshayela indlu, ukucoca isikolo neyadi

At school we are taught to collect papers, to sweep
floors, to clean the school yard

10

Izindlu zendlu zangasese nesikolo zidinga ukucocwa
ukuze intsholongwane zingasasazeki kwindawo yonke

Our toilets and school need to be cleaned so that
germs do not spread everywhere

11

Asinazisinki kwitoilet zethu ukuhlamba izandla zethu

We need basins in our toilets in order to wash our
hands

12

Umama undifundisa ukufunda, nokubala, nokubhala
isiXhosa ekhaya

My mother teaches me to write and read isiXhosa
at home

13

Umama undifundisa ukubaluleka kwemifuno ehluma
egadinin kwimpilo yam

My mother teaches me the importance of fresh
grown vegetables in my body

14

Ekhaya asilwi

At home we do not fight

15

Ekhaya sifundiswe ukuthandana, nokusebenza kunye
singalwi

At home we are taught not to fight, to love one
another, and to work together without fighting

16

Ekhaya sifundiswa ukuzenzela izinto ngokunokwethu,
ukuzenza ngendlela efanelekileyo neqoqekileyo

To do things on our own, in an organised and right
way

17

Ekhaya sifundiswe ukuzihlamba izandla phambi
kokuphatha ukutya okanyeintsholongwane
zizakuhlala ezandleni zandise izifo

At home we wash our hands before touching food,
otherwise germs will multiply into one’s hands,
causing more diseases

Further reflection focused on how learners could take action to improve sanitation and
hygiene in the school, and to share this knowledge across the school, through announcements
at assembly or through drama.

Arne Hoel/The World Bank
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Table 1 Healthy living practices
identified by learners.
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Example 5
A community engagement ESD Change Project
Environmental Justice & Sustainability Clinic (EJSC) at
University of Malawi’s Chancellor College
Through an interdisciplinary approach to infuse the institution with
ESD values, the EJSC student community engagement project was
established out of an ESD Change Project community of practice
working across three faculties on the campus, namely the Faculties of
Education, Law and Science.
The change project set out among other things to:
 Impart knowledge to students and members of the surrounding
communities on environmental management,
 Provide leadership and hands-on experience to the students,
by getting them involved in both academic and community
engagement, resulting in positive change around them, and
 Work with communities through engaging community leaders on
positive indigenous practices that could be incorporated in the quest
to preserve and conserve the environment.
Through community engagement exercises such as clean-ups, reafforestation and running of environmental legal clinics, EJSC has had an
impact not only on the students involved but also on the surrounding
communities. EJSC has produced students who:

From the top: EJSC representatives at the
Climate Change Week; a visit by a team
from the University of Maryland to share
experiences with EJSC; students taking part in
a tree planting exercise as part of community
engagement

 Rather than depending on rote learning can question the status quo
and critically confront issues with the sole reason of coming up with
solutions (viewing themselves as agents of positive change),
 Are creative in delivering lessons effectively,
 Value the role of engaging across disciplines,
 Are able to interact with and impact the communities in a positive
manner, and
 Make contributions to the wider sector through affiliation with bodies
such as RCE.
With regards to future plans, EJSC hopes to scale the project both
horizontally and vertically, through networking with other institutions of
learning to create a national community of practice.
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Example 6
A teaching practice ESD Change Project
Sample ESD Change Project in a TVET Agricultural
College
Geography & Environmental Studies pre-service teachers from BTTC:
The School-based Environmental and Sustainability Education Project
A mandatory action-oriented, hands-on and minds-on activity, infused
into the Geography & Environmental Studies syllabus since 2004, done
while on Teaching Practice (January-August), is submitted in portfolio
format and is one of the coursework assignments.
Summary of guidelines given to the student teachers:
 Background/context: What initiated the need, school location (rural,
peri-urban or urban).
 Environmental audit: Within the school premises and immediate
surrounding area, indicate the class(es) and anyone else involved
(e.g. mentor/other interested teachers); highlight five identified
environmental problems; link to national or global environmental
problems (e.g. climate change, land degradation, loss of biodiversity)
and to national and international policies. Link to appropriate SDG(s).
Prioritise the problem to be addressed, involving the learners for
ownership and to encourage agency. Co-identification of resources
needed (teacher and learners). Draw up an action plan.
 Design project title: Inclusive of reason, e.g. Litter Picking and
Waste Management to Reduce Pollution (linked to syllabus topic 6.8
on environmental management), or Tree Planting to Improve the
Local Ecosystem (topic 6.3; local weather patterns, topic 6.1; natural
resources, topic 6.4).
 Procedure: Narrative of action taken / activities done throughout
the term to address the identified environmental problem(s), with
dates and photos for evidence; how the project was used during
some lessons as a teaching/learning aid or teaching method; and
constraints/challenges faced and how they were overcome.
 Sustainability measures taken: To ensure continuation of the project
after returning to college, e.g. community involvement (parental or
non-teaching staff members, mentor involvement.
 Lessons learnt: such as feelings evoked by engaging in the project;
new knowledge and skills gained; competences developed by the
teacher (together with the learners) in relation to what is set out in the
teacher professional standards (TPS, 2015); and some expected learner
exit profiles from the reviewed curriculum for Forms 1-4 (2015-2022).
 Indication of commitment to future ESD action and why.
Candidates are encouraged to learn by engaging in college-based
activities that they may be exposed to during the first two terms in
college (May–December) before they go for Teaching Practice. The
photographs on the right are examples of a college clean-up activity.
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From the top: Part of the college identified
for clean-up by a college environmental audit;
during the clean-up, with a tractor provided
by college grounds staff, plastic bins by the
Matron, and slashers and spades by the
Agriculture Section; after the clean-up, with
additional grounds staff helping to clear the
rubbish from the drainage channels
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Change Project pathway
to bring about ESD innovation
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In this section we focus on how you can go about developing your ESD
Change Project.
Drawing on the examples and guidelines above, and the definition of
ESD, the following questions may help with starting to conceptualise
your change project:
 What is currently happening with regards to ESD integration in my
teacher education institution, TVET programme, Department, or
Subject Area?
 What is working well?
 What is not working so well?
 How can we make it work better? (Change Project idea)
 What role should different actors in the institution play in
implementing these changes?
The Change Project will be supported across the five Learning Actions of
the programme, with each Learning Action ‘adding’ to the development
of the Change Project over time, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Pre-course
preparation, National
Workshop and
identification of
Change Project focus

Ch
an
ge

Pr
oje
ct

June – July 2020
Application for the
Regional SST Course

Attend Regional
Course, on-course
Change Project
development with
materials to share

Pa
thw
ay

September –
October 2020,
South Africa
(on-line)
Post-course Change
Project development
in own institution
with community of
practice

: Ju
ne
20
19
2020
–A
pr
il

The next section outlines the �ve parts of the Change Project and how
they are structured to be completed over the period between June/July
2020 and April 2021, along the ESD Change Project pathway.
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Figure 1 The Change Project
pathway

October 2020
– April 2021

Reporting on Change
Project and sharing
M&E, impact and
scaling plans

20
20
2021

April 2021
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Pre-course preparation,
participation in the National
Training and application for the
Regional SST Training Course
The pre-course preparation requires you to begin the process of
identifying a good ESD Change Project in your workplace. The precourse preparation involves the following:
1. Completing the pre-course assignment questionnaire (see
Appendix A) with colleagues in your institution. This ESD review
questionnaire will help you to identify strengths and gaps, and
to begin to identify a suitable institutional Change Project. If you
complete it with members of your Department, Unit or Faculty, it will
also help you to identify your community of practice.

See Appendix A for the pre-course
questionnaire

This is best done before coming on the National Training Workshop,
and will be discussed on the second day of the workshop.
2. Building on the pre-course assignment work, you will be able to
share your preparatory work in the National Training Workshop
hosted by UNESCO in April-July 2020. During this workshop, you will
discuss national policy and contextual changes and challenges, the
SDGs, and the Sustainability Starts with Teachers programme. You will
also have time to continue discussion on your ESD Change Project, as
well as to discuss your institution’s application for the Sustainability
Starts with Teachers Programme Regional Training Course that will
be held at Rhodes University, South Africa, from September to
October 2020.
3. Following the National Training Workshop, you will have three
weeks to complete your institutional application for participation
in the Regional SST Training Course. One representative from each
institution’s ESD Change Project community of practice will be fully
funded to attend this 10-day training programme in South Africa. The
application forms should be completed and submitted to Ms Glenda
Moyo by no later than 20 August 2020 via email to g.moyo@unesco.org.
If your application for the Regional SST Course is successful, then you will
continue with the following ESD Change Project pathway activities, as
outlined below.

ELRC/Rhodes University
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Attending the Regional Training
Programme
(September/October 2020)
During the Sustainability Starts with Teachers Regional Training Course in
South Africa, from September to October 2020 online, you will be taken
through the Learning Action cycles and course materials in order to
consolidate a detailed plan of action on how you will work with others
on the Change Project in your teacher or TVET education context.
The regional training session is designed to give you:
 A theoretical and practical background to ESD change processes
relevant to teacher and TVET education in SADC;
 A theoretical and practical background on ESD to build the
foundation for strong ESD change processes,
 An understanding of the importance of transformative learning and
assessment processes to support change.
During the SST course we will prepare for implementation of Change
Project Parts 2, 3, 4 and 5, which will then be further developed with your
community of practice following the September course, for reporting on
to UNESCO, national governments and SADC colleagues in April 2021.
During the course we will also share a range of practical tools and
materials, as well as new ideas on how to strengthen ESD change
processes in your education institution. You will also have the chance to
share knowledge of ESD change processes with SADC colleagues, and
develop your action plan.
The next section shares the rest of the ESD Change Project planning and
implementation process, to give you an idea of what we are working
towards by April 2021.

Two of the resources that will be
shared on the SST Course.

ELRC/Rhodes University
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Implementation of Change
Projects in TEIs
(October 2020 – April 2021)

This will allow you to re-anchor the Change Project in your context, and to
obtain extended support from managers and colleagues for the action
plan, engage fellow participants to form and extend your community of
practice or small team to work on the change project, network with other
regional colleagues in between the course sessions, and monitor your
progress. Importantly, it will also allow you to engage students (future
teachers / TVET instructors) in the ESD Change Project.

ELRC/Rhodes University

In this phase of the programme, following the Regional SST Training
Course you will work with a small team (your community of practice) in
your institution to further develop and implement the Change Project as
per the proposal developed and refined in Phase 1 of the Change Project,
and as further refined during the regional Training Course.

Involving colleagues, students and community
members in the ESD Change Project is
important for expanding learning and impact

Reporting on the Change
Project at a second National or
Regional Workshop (April 2021)
A second National Workshop will allow you to present the outcome
of your Change Project to policy makers as well as colleagues in your
network.
The top Change Projects will be selected for presentation at a regional
Policy Dialogue meeting. At this meeting, we will also be working with
the next group of participating institutions, and your experience will
therefore be shared with them, to enable them to conceptualise and
visualise a good quality ESD Change Project.
The Change Projects will also be shared on the electronic platform of
the programme, as well as into the wider monitoring and evaluation
processes of SDG 4, Target 4.7, which in turn will inform UNESCO, SARUA,
and a wider network of educators in the SADC Region. An outcome of this
workshop will be a mapping of achievements and value that was created,
and plans for scaling the initiative for impact. It will involve further
networking, and network contact consolidation.

John Hogg/The World Bank
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Completing the parts
of the ESD Change Project
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There are five parts to the Change Project that follow the action learning
cycle of the programme, as illustrated below.

THE 5-STEP
ACTION
LEARNING
PROGRAMME
FRAMEWORK
... for ESD
curriculum
innovation and
whole institution
change in ECD,
Primary,
Secondary and
TVET teacher
education
institutions

Figure 2 The action learning cycle of
the SST Change Project.

1

5

Reviewing
context, policy
and the 21st century
teaching
competences

Monitoring,
evaluating and
scaling our
impact

4

Planning
and undertaking
alternative
assessments

YOUR
ESD CHANGE
PROJECT AT
THE CENTRE

2

Identifying
relevant content
on SDGs and
critical issues

3

Using
transformative
learning methods
and creating
transformative
learning
environments

Change Project Part 1
Reviewing context, policy and competences
for 21st century teaching; re�ning the
Change Project focus
Part 1 of the Change Project involves consolidating, confirming and
refining your choice of ESD Change Project with members of your
community of practice.
This stage of developing the ESD Change Project will involve reviewing
policy and contextual changes and challenges more carefully in your
context in order to make sure that the ESD integration opportunities
you have identified initially are well situated, and are relevant to your
institution’s programmes, curricula and whole institution development
plans, as well as to national policy and the SDGs.

This should be completed by your
community of practice in July –
September (i.e. before the September
training progamme)
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This will help you to re�ne the Change Project focus and to prepare
for participation in the Regional Sustainability Starts with Teachers
Training Course which will be hosted by Rhodes University, in South
Africa (online), from September to October 2020 You will be supported
via communications with a UNESCO Regional Reference Group member
in this phase.

TASK: Change Project Part 1
Context, policy and 21st century teaching
competences review
Work through the Learning Action 1 Text with members of
your community of practice, and undertake a review of your
institution’s vision and mission statement and relevant national
policy to identify the extent to which ESD is integrated or not.
Identify what local sustainable development challenges are found
in your local context, what local intangible heritage resources
can be mobilised for ESD, and what place-based learning
opportunities exist in your context.
Based on this, make recommendations on:
 How ESD can be integrated into the institution’s vision, mission
and whole institution development policy,
 How ESD in your institution can help to implement new
imperatives of national curriculum and development policy,
 How ESD can help to strengthen national and regional
implementation of the SDGs in your context, and
 How ESD can help to address 21st century teaching
competences in your context.
After doing this, revisit your ESD Change Project proposal and
further refine the focus of the project, BEFORE the September
course.
Prepare a 2-3 page summary of the review to share with
colleagues.
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ELRC/Rhodes University

Based on this work in your community of practice, prepare a
presentation for the September 2020 training programme, where
you will report on Phase 1 of your Change Project to other regional
colleagues involved in the Sustainability Starts with Teachers
programme.
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Change Project Part 2
Exploring local sustainable development
challenges or ‘matters of concern’ in more
depth
The second part of the Change Project and Learning Action 2 encourages
deeper reflection and examination of local sustainable development
challenges, matters of concern and opportunities for change. In this
part of the Change Project we will examine how these local matters of
concern can be used in teaching and learning. We will also consider the
importance of intangible heritage as a source of expansive learning,
as well as how place can provide a source of expansive learning. We
will also examine how the SDGs are always integrated nexus concerns
in the local context. This part of the Change Project will also focus on
community engaged curriculum and whole institution development,
showing how education can be linked to society.
The Education 2030 logo shows the role of SDG 4, linked to, and
enabling of the other SDGs. It is this that we will explore in this
Learning Action.

The SDG nexus of concerns in an education
context of socio-ecological change
Rural area, land re-distributed, no easy access to water resources, elderly women
farmers, food insecure households

People are concerned with food insecurity, poverty impacts and water
conservation, as well as healthy living and nutrition, and productive
opportunities for youth
Summary of current knowledge:

Existing IK and and local knowledge of rainwater harvesting and conservation;
but need more knowledge of alternative approaches, diversity of crops, and soil
moisture
Learning-led change needed:

Need new curriculum knowledge on RWH&C practices, crop viability, and youth
engagement in responsible consumption and production

HEALTH &
WELL-BEING

1

6

WATER

POVERTY

7

5

Description of context:

Concerns driving ethical purpose:

3

2

HUNGER

GENDER

ENERGY

e.g.
growing
food in
water scarce
conditions

8

DECENT
WORK

13

CLIMATE

16

14

PEACE &
JUSTICE

LIFE IN
WATER

15

10

INEQUALITY

9

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

12

RESPONSIBLE
PRODUCTION &
CONSUMPTION

11

LIFE ON
LAND

SUSTAINABLE
CITIES

Inclusive, quality EDUCATION for all (G4) within global PARTNERSHIPS for sustainable development (G17)

This part of the Change Project is supported by Learning Action 2
text. We will work on strategies on how to deepen this aspect of the
Change Project during the September course for wider application
thereafter, but also be prepared to bring ideas from the local context
into the September course sessions.

Figure 3 SDG Wheel model, showing how a
local matter of concern is connected to a range
of SDGs, and how education processes can
respond (O’Donoghue, 2016)

Before you start this part of the ESD Change Project, be sure to
familiarise yourself with the SDGs.
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The Sustainable Development Goals

GOAL 1

End poverty in all its forms everywhere

GOAL 2

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture

GOAL 3

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages

GOAL 4

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all

GOAL 5

Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls

GOAL 6

Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all

GOAL 7

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all

GOAL 8

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all

GOAL 9

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation

GOAL 10

Reduce inequality within and among countries

GOAL 11

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable

GOAL 12

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns

GOAL 13

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts*

GOAL 14

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development

GOAL 15

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss

GOAL 16

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels

GOAL 17

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development
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Consider these two pictures from
southern African countries. What do
they tell you about the SDGs and how
local issues relate to the SDGs in your
context?
ELRC/Rhodes University

TASK: Change Project Part 2
Exploring local ‘Matters of Concern’
In this part of the Change Project we invite you to use the
‘SDG wheel model’ to map out a ‘matter of concern’ in your
local context (e.g. poverty, health, or water security … or
any other local matter of concern). To identify this matter
of concern (the central part of the ‘SDG wheel’), you will
have to consult local communities, or ask your students to
do observations in the local context.
From here you can work with your students to map out
the links from the matter of concern to the relevant
SDGs and relevant content that will help the students
understand the matter of concern.
Use the framework of the ‘SDG wheel model’ to map out
the following:
 A description of the context – local, national, regional
and international (i.e. how the issue situates in
context and in relation to the wider SDGs and the
emphasis on SDGs as put forward by the southern
African community in their preparations for the SDGs).

 Concerns in the local community that raise ethical
issues or ‘purposes’ for education which hold meaning
in the local context. What intangible heritage sources
can be used to develop insight into the matter of
concern? What features of the place can be used to
develop insight into the matter of concern?
 You could identify and summarise the available
knowledge of the inter-related issues – here you
should look into scientific knowledge as well as local,
place-based and indigenous knowledge, and how
these can be brought together for learning-led change.
 And then identify what kind of learning-led change is
needed in the context.
 Map this out as possibilities for curriculum
enhancement/enrichment in your current subject, and
for future curriculum change.
Try to prepare some of this before attending the
September training, and allow two weeks to work on this
aspect of the ESD Change Project with your community of
practice when you return from the September course.
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Change Project Part 3
Transformative learning and transforming
learning environments
In this part of the ESD Change Project and in Learning Action 3, we will
review different approaches to learning, identifying those that promote
active learning and ‘handprints’ (or positive movement) for change,
critical thinking and transformative learning (T-learning). We will
consider how learning can emerge from culture and experience, and can
be transformed through engaging learners in local depth inquiries using
systems thinking, and through giving them chance to encounter new
knowledge to expand their enquiries – and then to narrate, design and
model more just and sustainable options, possibilities and alternatives
that are ethics led, and that reflect empathy and concern for self, others
and community, and compassion and purposeful change (see the
diagram below).
We will also consider how ethical motives shape learning. In doing this,
we will explore a pedagogical model for expansive learning that can be
used to make our ESD Change Project processes work in practice. We
will also consider how to use a range of learning materials with student
teachers and TVET instructors in ways that will assist them to plan for
T-learning with the learners with whom they will work during practice
teaching and during their own teaching careers.

Start with your
subject, mobilise
story, photos and
cultural heritage

Reflect
and
Review

Try out more
sustainable and
just alternatives
and assess your
progress

Leading
Questions

SD ISSUE
OR MATTER OF
CONCERN

Compassion
and Purpose

Undertke local
depth enquiry
and use systems
thinking

Empathy
and
Concern

Work out what
can be done
together

We will also consider how transformative learning can also help to
transform learning environments and vice versa. We will reflect on this
complex question: Does one have to transform learning environments
for transformative learning to occur, or can transformative learning
transform learning environments?
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Figure 4 Plan a T-learning Change
Project sequence for your subject
(Adapted from O’Donoghue 2019,
adapted from Edwards 2014)

ELRC/Rhodes University
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TASK: Change Project Part 3
Develop a T-learning plan and implement
it with your student teachers

Transforming learning environments can
create new opportunities for transformative
learning!

Using the expansive T-learning pedagogical model, develop a
‘pedagogical plan’ for your ESD teacher education programme
that includes:
 Picture and story sharing to mobilise local culture, heritage
knowledge and experience, and place-based knowledge,
 In-depth inquiries to probe the matters of concern in more
depth with others, using systems thinking, and
 Narrating, designing or trying out more just, sustainable
options, possibilities or alternatives via engagement in local
sustainable development actions.
In this process, use a diversity of methods and learning materials
(including new methods you have not used before), focus on the
value and ethics that are important in the context, and activities
that can transform the learning environment while also offering
opportunities for transformative learning.
Try to implement part of your pedagogical plan, and reflect
critically on it from a ‘transformative ESD’ point of view. What do
you think you have been able to achieve? What do you still need
to do?
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Change Project Part 4
Assessment of significant learning
In this part of the Change Project and in Learning Action 4, participants
will focus in on how to assess ESD learning. We call this process assessing
‘significant’ learning, because it includes assessing the following:
Cognitive competences and outcomes,
Socio-emotional competences and outcomes,
Action competences that reflect changes in practice and behaviour,
Social learning competences which include being able to work with
others to engage in change processes,
 Values and ethics, especially the ability to show care and empathy for
self, others and the world around, and
 Capacity for ‘learning how to learn’ and how to critically reflect on, and
be part of change processes.





Most assessment practices focus only on the first two or three of the
practices above. However, for ESD we need to broaden assessment
practices to reflect the change orientation and intentions of ESD learning
processes.
We will use a simple model (see below) to demonstrate how to assess
‘significant’ learning, and will encourage you to apply it to your ESD
Change Projects.

Figure 5 ESD Significant Learning
Assessment Model (Adapted from Finks’ , 2003
taxonomy of Significant Learning)

ESD Significant Learning
Assessment Model

Is the learner able to critique, evaluate,
review, formulate and generate new
ideas and suggestions for change?

Can the learner reflect on a
situation and show ubuntu,
empathy and compassion
for self, community, other
life forms and the world
around him/her?

Is the learner able to show care and
concern for the human and the
ecological dimensions of life, and show
ability to relate well to others and the
world around him/her?
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LEARNING
HOW TO LEARN

CARING
UBUNTU

HUMAN AND
ECOLOGICAL
DIMENSIONS

FOUNDATIONAL
KNOWLEDGE

ESD

SIGNIFICANT
LEARNING

Can the learner identify, critique,
understand and describe the SD issue
or matter of concern? Can the learner
use systems thinking to develop
foundational and in-depth
understanding of SD issues?

APPLICATION

INTEGRATION

Can the learner analyse,
intepret, and apply
knowledge to solve
problems in relation to SD
matters of concern in a
particular context?

Can the learner describe, synthesise
and align different types of
knowledge(s), values and skills in
order to contribute to problem solving
and change processes?
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Assessing significant ESD learning of students taking part in a tree
planting exercise as part of community engagement (see the University
of Malawi case study on page 13) can show that they need foundational
and systems-based ecological knowledge to know which trees are the
right ones to plant in the area; application competence to plan and
execute the tree planting; integration competence to bring different
types of knowledge together (community knowledge and scientific
knowledge of trees and planting procedures); human and ecological
relational dimensions to know why trees need to be planted and how
best to do this in the community concerned; and care/ubuntu to want
to do this in the first place, in response to ecological degradation and
women not being able to find enough fuel wood for their cooking. They
also learn how to learn by doing the planning, reflecting on the success
of the activity and more.

TASK: Change Project Part 4
Develop an Assessment Plan for assessing ‘Significant Learning’ in your
ESD Change Project
Design an assessment tool and approach for assessing
significant learning as applied to your ESD Change
Project. In this assessment, aim to cover assessment of the
following dimensions of significant ESD learning:
 Foundational knowledge and systems thinking,
 Application, including depth inquiry and problem
solving,
 Integration, including different types of knowledge,
skills and values,
 Relationality: human and ecological dimensions,
 Caring/ubuntu, and

 Learning how to learn, including ability to evaluate and
review and contribute to change.
Try out the assessment approach and tools that you have
designed.
Encourage your student teachers and TVET instructors to
use the assessment model and approach and to apply it to
their practice teaching and TVET instruction.
Prepare to report back on this part of your Change Project.

ELRC/Rhodes University
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Change Project Part 5
Monitoring and evaluating the ESD Change
Project, and scaling for impact
UNESCO and Rhodes University, with the regional ESD Reference Group
members, will support the ongoing monitoring, evaluation and scaling
of the ESD Change Project work. In Learning Action 5, participants will
be introduced to a monitoring and evaluation framework and ‘workbook’
that will help them to establish value in the ESD Change Project, and to
think about scaling their project for impact.
We will focus on identifying five types of value, as outlined in the
diagram below:

Figure 6 Types of value in the ESD Change
Project

ESD Change Project Part 5(a)

Analysing the value of our work
Immediate
Value

Potential
Value

Applied
Value

Realised
Value

Reframing
Value

e.g.
New knowledge,
new partnerships,
new working
relationships, new
networks, etc.

e.g.
Personal assets,
relationships and
connections,
resources,
intangible assets,
transformed
ability to learn

e.g.
Evidence of
changed practice;
actual applications
in TEI/TVET
practices

e.g.
Improved
performance
resulting from
the changed
practice

e.g.
Real changes in
normal practices;
changes the
concept of what
counts as ‘good’ or
successful practice
in the TEI/TVET

Actions, Practices,
Tools, Approaches,
Systems

From here, we will focus on how to scale the value that is being created
for wider impact. Scaling for impact can be at different levels, and of
different types, as outlined in the diagram below:

Figure 7 Levels and types of scaling for
impact

ESD Change Project Part 5(b)

Building on M&E work, how will
we scale our work for impact?
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Vertical
scaling

Functional
scaling

ESD institutionalising at higher levels
and via policy
ESD scaling via multi-stakeholder
partnerships
ESD scaling via expanding at similar
level of practice

Horizontal
scaling

Horizontal
scaling

Horizontal
scaling
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TASK: Change Project Part 5
M&E, scaling for impact and reporting
Complete the Monitoring and Evaluation workbook in Learning
Action 5 to reflect on your ESD Change Project process and the
value that was created.
Identify important value creation points that can be scaled for
impact.
Prepare a report on your Change Project, the value created from
it, and how you plan to scale it for impact for reporting at a SADC
regional level, and to UNESCO, SARUA and SWEDESD in April
2021.

Arne Hoel/The World Bank
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Ongoing support, online
platform, e-library and tools
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To support the implementation of Change Projects, a Sustainability
Starts with Teachers e-mail ListServe will be created for the institutions
involved in the initiative to facilitate dialogue and interaction.
A web-based platform will be created to share examples of Change
Projects. This platform will also hold electronic materials for use, as well
as useful links to support Change Projects.
Each institution will also be given an electronic ‘library’ (e-library) of
resources to support ESD practice, both at the level of teacher education
and for students to use in planning classroom practice activities. These
are also available on the website: www.sustainabilityteachers.org

The online platform and e-learning library will provide
many resources for ESD for student teachers planning for
practice teaching (visit www.sustainabilityteachers.org)

ELRC/Rhodes University
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APPENDIX A:
Pre-course task
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Sustainability Starts with Teachers
ESD curriculum and institutional practice
review tool*
NAME OF UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE

FACULTY/DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

LEVEL OF COURSE

DURATION OF COURSE

ARE YOU REVIEWING THE WHOLE PROGRAMME? (i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd year)

ARE YOU REVIEWING AN ASPECT OF THE WHOLE MODULE/COURSE /LEARNING PROGRAMME?
If so, explain which aspect

NAME OF MODULE/COURSE /LEARNING PROGRAMME

FOCUS OF MODULE/COURSE /LEARNING PROGRAMME

OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES OF MODULE/COURSE /LEARNING PROGRAMME

NAME OF LECTURER

SPECIALIST AREA

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

*Adaptation of the Unit-based Sustainability Assessment Tool (Adapted from Togo & Lotz-Sisitka, 2009)
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Assessment Criteria
Rating
X
0
1
2
3
4

=
=
=
=
=
=

Don’t know
None
A little
Adequate
Substantial
A great deal

no information concerning the practice
there is total lack of evidence on the indicator
evidence show poor performance
evidence show regular performance
evidence show good performance
excellent performance

Curriculum – The extent to which the module/course /learning programme seeks to support teachers in:
C1

Preparing learners for life and work in an increasingly globalised and competitive environment.
This is with respect to, inter alia:
 Life skills such as team work, collaboration, negotiation
 Work and enterprise skills
 Personal development
 Promoting gender equity and equality

C2

Promoting global citizenship, through, inter alia:
 Awareness of heritage, history, culture and traditions
 Appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development
 Self-respect and respect for others (ubuntu/unhu/vumunhu)
 Place-based / inclusive of local concerns and realities
 Determination to protect the planet from degradation

C3

Fostering life-long learning in line with the opportunities and challenges of the knowledge
society through:
 Learning-to-learn
 Embracing ICTs and e-learning
 Flexibility and adaptability
 Critical thinking and creativity
 Problem solving

C4

Building capacity of learners to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable
development through education for, inter alia:
 Sustainable lifestyles
 Human rights and gender equality
 Promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence
 Climate change mitigation and adaptation
 Disaster risk reduction
 Appreciation for biodiversity

Teaching approach – How far your teaching approach contributes to development of the following competences among students:
T5

The capacity to make informed decisions

T6

Critical thinking skills

T7

A sense of responsibility

T8

Respect for the environment

T9

Respect for the views of others

T10

Integrated problem solving skills

T11

Futures oriented thinking

T12

Ethics of care
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4 A great deal

3 Substantial

2 Adequate

1 A little

Indicator

0 None

Code

X Don’t know

Score
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4 A great deal

3 Substantial

2 Adequate

1 A little

Indicator

0 None

Code

X Don’t know

Score

Examination and assessment – The extent to which the module/course /learning programme makes use of:
E13

Innovative assessment practices (e.g. peer review, group assessments, field-based assessment,
assessment of work integrated learning, productive dialogue, discussion on learner needs
and goal creation)

E14

School-based assessment

Staff expertise and willingness to participate
S15

The level of expertise of staff members in the area of Education for Sustainable Development

S16

The extent to which staff members are willing to carry out research and service activities on ESD

S17

The level of expertise of staff members in the area of climate change / climate resilient
development / climate change adaptation / sustainable development / environmental
management/ disaster risk reduction

S18

The extent to which staff members are willing to participate in the capacity development
programme and the intended expansion of capacity for implementing Target 4.7 of SDG 4
amongst a wider community within the institution

Other
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Notes

UNESCO Education Sector

The Global Education 2030 Agenda

Education is UNESCO’s top priority because
it is a basic human right and the foundation
on which to build peace and drive sustainable
development. UNESCO is the United Nations’
specialized agency for education and the
Education Sector provides global and
regional leadership in education, strengthens
national education systems and responds
to contemporary global challenges through
education with a special focus on gender
equality and Africa.

UNESCO, as the United Nations’ specialized
agency for education, is entrusted to lead and
coordinate the Education 2030 Agenda, which is
part of a global movement to eradicate poverty
through 17 Sustainable Development Goals by
2030. Education, essential to achieve all of these
goals, has its own dedicated Goal 4, which aims to
“ensure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.”
The Education 2030 Framework for Action provides
guidance for the implementation of this ambitious
goal and commitments.

The Sustainability Starts with Teachers is a collaborative capacity building programme
for teacher educators on Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in Southern
Africa. The project builds on the existing capacity base for ESD in the Southern African
region and links existing and expanding ESD capacity to the UNESCO Regional Office
for Southern Africa (ROSA)’s ESD programme of work, which is aligned with the
Southern African Development Community Education Sector goals.
Focusing on the region’s educators to implement changes towards sustainable
development, the programme will have the catalytic effect of enabling the next
generation of teachers to integrate sustainable development into their teaching and
community practice, contributing to the achievement of educational quality and
relevance in Southern Africa.
The programme is a partnership programme.

Sustainability Starts
with Teachers
Capacity Building Programme for Teacher Educators on
Education for Sustainable Development (CAP-ESD)

Change Project Guidelines

